SAMPLED HISTORY
Once a month during the renovation of De Garage, Kris Van Dessel collected a sample of rubble from
the site. In the period from March 2013 to December 2014, he took 22 samples in total, each of
which he carefully filtered and meticulously stored in chronological order in his atelier, their
temporary resting place. These were preserved in transparent containers, which started to form a
stacked representation of muted earth colours showing the geological strata of the renovation’s
gradual progress. The resulting stack would not have looked out of place in an archaeological
research facility. The artist’s subtle presence amid all the activity of the construction site must have
appeared quite inconspicuous. This tightly rhythmic series of actions manifests itself in the solo
exhibition Sampled History, in which the artist has transposed the samples to the exhibition space in
one simple, geo-artistic gesture. He mixes every sample of material with a specific amount of water
and applies these emulsions to the walls of the exhibition space, employing a syntax of consecutive,
chronological layers.
Sampling means borrowing a characteristic piece of another creation with the intention of
incorporating it in one’s own work. The principle was first observed in the mid-20th century in the
French musical movement Musique Concrète, in which existing sounds were incorporated into sound
collages. Something similar can be observed here in this context. Through the schematic, geological
representation of the renovation process, the scars of former artistic productions are made visible in
the epidermis of the exhibition space. The archaeology of cultural production in De Garage is
gradually revealed by the artist. This intervention recalls a memory — albeit inverted — of Pierre
Huyghe’s intervention piece ‘Timekeepers’. Here, the layer-after-layer exposure of erased
presentations in the wall’s paintwork makes way for Van Dessel’s forensic detection of clues across
the wall’s surface. The carefully-applied pigments are expertly brushed away after a certain amount
of drying time has allowed the added water to evaporate. Characteristic of Van Dessel’s recent work
is the recurring principle of completely returning the raw materials he has used in his artistic process
to the earth. The substances are returned to their origin — like a field recording played back at the
location where it was recorded.
The work ‘Restoration’ forms the basis for the ultimate counterpoint in artistic recycling,
complemented from the adjoining space by the work ‘Sampled History’, in a relationship
characterised by ebb and flow. In this work, the artist has — in the same vein as his sample collecting
— applied, layer by layer, the amount of white paint necessary for returning the exhibition space to
its original, blank canvas. However, these are anything but painterly acts. These are not wall
paintings made of recycled pigment; painting is not on the artist’s agenda. The work of Kris Van
Dessel is not to be categorised as a series of manufactured artefacts bound to or positioned in an
exhibition space. His work would better be described as offering cross-sections of discoveries made
tangible — the results of poetic-artistic research, presented here as food for thought for the
observer. In addition to the renovation works that have fundamentally changed the architecture of
the spaces, Kris Van Dessel has, with the utmost discretion, created a parallel space that breaks
through the established time-space continuum. It’s wonderful to get lost in his work, that is, once
you’ve wormed your through the formal, syntactic trail of consecutive, chronological, twodimensional layers; reaching the light at the end of the wormhole, you are free to reflect on what has
been and what could be in the future of the safe haven that is art — now surely more essential than
ever.
In the third and final space, one last catapult to contemplation is offered: the space is stripped of
language, appearing completely untouched. However, the exhibition plan gives the game away,
betraying the work’s title and location. The artist has intervened, but all traces of his intervention
have apparently been erased immediately in a spontaneous and natural way. Here the observer’s
imagination is truly put to the test. A clue, then: on 6 January 2015, a time capsule from 1795-1855

was tentatively opened in Boston. The capsule was originally hidden away in a cornerstone of the
Massachusetts State House by the governor at the time, Samual Adams and local contractor Colonel
William Scollay. The newly-discovered items will be temporarily exhibited in the Museum of Fine Arts
in Boston, before being hidden away again in a capsule.
‘(…) In other words, to perceive the whole is to leave the fragments displaced.’ Robert Smithson
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